


KG Drain Services has gained a reputation for

expertise, efficiency and excellence across the

South East.  Offering a wide range of professional

services, we deal with every aspect of drain main-

tenance from a simple blocked drain to CCTV drain

surveys, drain excavations on public highways, cess

pit emptying and tanker jetting.

For more details about our wide range of services,

please explore this booklet.  For over a decade, some

of the biggest names in home care, public mainte-

nance and property have come to rely on our prompt

and dynamic service, as our client list and testimonials

go to show.

With an office open seven days a week, a highly

trained staff (all of whom are directly employed) plus

24-hour phone support, we are always prepared for

your urgent call: whether it's a major public work, a

small drain repair job or seeking drainage advice.

About us
Our reputation is built on quality and reliability backed

up by the professionalism of our staff.  KG Drain

Services was founded in 1992, and is now a large and

well-respected drain maintenance company covering

the South East of England meaning the bulk of our

work is carried out in the London area.

Our drainage consultants and drain surveyors have

experience and expertise gained from a long career

in the field.  Members of the management team have

up to 30 years' involvement in the drain maintenance

industry.  This insider knowledge of the business is

combined with an openness to innovative practices

and techniques.  After starting out as a provider of

emergency drain clearance and CCTV surveys, we

added drain and sewer repair, drain lining and waste

disposal to our portfolio of services.

We specialise in every aspect of drain maintenance.

As a major contractor in the industry, our public liability

insurance runs to £10 million.
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Welcome to KG Drains Services

outstanding solutions for your drainage system“ ”



At KG Drain Services we know our main asset is

our workforce therefore, we invest in employing

highly competent engineers who are specifically

trained in their various fields, which coupled with a

fleet of well equipped vehicles and specialist plant we

are able to deal with all aspects of drain maintenance

from the smallest, simplest job to major works.

Drain Clearance - For our business clients we operate

a 24 hour 365 day emergency drain clearance service

from offices which are manned 7 days a week.

Please see page 3 for more information.

CCTV Surveys - Our OS20X trained operatives carry

out surveys using the most sophisticated equipment

on the market.  Our easy to read and understand

reports are supplied along with recommendations &

quotations.  Please see page 4 for more information.

Drain Lining - We have been successfully lining both

small and large bore drains for over a decade. We

also carry out patch lining.  Please see page 5 for

more information.

Drain Repair & Replacement - Our work ranges from

minor excavations on domestic property to major

works on the public highway.  Please see page 6 for

more information.

Pitch Fibre Rerounding - An alternative method of

repair, you no longer have to replace, you can renovate.

Please see page 7 for more information.

Drain Mapping and Locating - If you need to know

where the drains are and where they go to, this is the

service you need.  Please see page 8 for more 

information.

Waste Removal - With our combination unit we are

able to suck out and empty cesspits, septic tanks,

chambers, interceptors, and large grease traps.

Please see page 9 for more information.

Advice on Problems - If you have a drainage related

problem our consultants will be happy to advise and

recommend the most appropriate solution. Please

see page 10 for more information.

Services with KG Drains

we deal with all aspects of drain maintenance“ ”
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Basic drain clearance
One of the key services we provide is clearing blocked

drains on an emergency basis.  This involves anything

from unblocking main drains and sewers down to

everyday domestic work: clearing drain blockages in

waste and stack pipes serving baths, basins, sinks,

toilets, urinals and washing machines.

Drain cleaning and descaling
In addition to basic drain clearance, we can also 

provide a descaling and thorough drain cleaning

service.  The most common cause of blockage is

accumulated deposits of detergent and grease,

closely followed by the disposal of inappropriate

materials - sanitary products, disposable nappies or

wet wipes.

More unusual drain clearance problems
Our specialised machines can deal with more unusual

problems.  We can clean cast iron pipes where the

bore is restricted by a combination of scale and 

corrosion.  Much of the cast iron drainage we

encounter has been in the ground for many years

and has probably seldom, if ever, been properly

cleaned.

Where there is root infiltration of the drain, our

machines can cut and remove root masses, tap

roots and also fibrous roots.  They can also remove

excess cement jointing where it is intruding into the

pipe and reducing the working bore.
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Drain Clearance with KG Drains

for a prompt reliable service“ ”



Cheaper and easier than digging out, exposing

and breaking into a drain, CCTV drain surveys

are now the preferred method of investigating

structural conditions.  Whether you are looking to

establish the cause of frequent blockages, or investi-

gate subsidence or other structural movement, a

CCTV drain survey will prove invaluable.

A premium service gets results
The standards of CCTV drain surveys vary tremen-

dously. To guarantee optimum results we have

invested in the best equipment available - a market-

leading product in Germany, Japan and North

America.

Expertise is just as important as equipment to getting

results, so all our survey team leaders are OS20X

trained.  This is an industry standard set up and

administered by Water Training.  It provides a

recognised standard of reporting on CCTV surveys

and a benchmark by which all survey reports will be

judged.

Straightforward, thorough reporting
All our operatives are thoroughly trained to identify

clues above and below ground, and to incorporate

relevant information into the report.  Our reports are

prepared to OS20X standards and are easily read

and understood - we favour plain English over technical

jargon!  We aim to provide the same high standard of

service to all our clients, whether they are structural

engineers or homeowners.

The drain surveys can be provided in either VHS

videotape or DVD format. We will include comments

on the survey results and make recommendations as

to the most appropriate method of repair, where it is

required.

CCTV Surveys with KG Drains

always giving optimum performance“ ”
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An increasingly viable option to traditional excava-

tion techniques.  As a repair process, drain lining

has been in use for many years.  Initially it was devel-

oped to renovate large diameter main sewers. It is

now an extremely popular method of repairing smaller

diameter domestic drains in the UK.

K.G. Drain Services' operatives have been success-

fully lining and relining drains for over a decade.  It is

generally cheaper, less disruptive and cleaner to line

a drain than to renew it, involving little if any distur-

bance of the ground on which the drain is laid.

Innovations in drain lining
KG Drain Services make a point of staying at the

forefront of drain lining developments.  Drain liners

have been created which can be applied around

bends without wrinkling - a major drawback in the

past, especially in 100mm diameter drains.  They

have also been developed to change diameter part

way along a drain and then revert to the original

dimensions further down the line.

Patch liners - 
the cost-effective alternative
Patch liners can be used to repair localised damage

where full end-to-end lining would be unnecessary.

This method involves placing a piece of impregnated

matter on an elongated inflatable bladder and guiding

it into place with the help of a CCTV camera.  When

it is precisely located, the bladder is inflated, pressing

the patch into place.  The pressure is maintained

until the patch has cured, the bladder is then deflated

and withdrawn, and the job is done.  Patch liners are

becoming increasingly popular for dealing with isolated

defects, offering a cost-effective alternative to a full

liner or other repair.
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Drain Lining with KG Drains

non disruptive, environment friendly“ ”



Our drain layers have many years experience in

repairing and renewing drains and in using 

different repair methods, on everything from clay-

ware to plastic, from pitch fibre to concrete.  They

have experience in working in all types of locations

such as gardens, on driveways, inside buildings, on

pavements and in the public highway.

Excavations on the road
All our drain layers hold Confined Spaces certificates

and a number are also accredited under The New

Roads and Streetworks Act 1991, from labourer to

supervisor level.  This allows us to work on the public

footpath and carriageway, which is now a highly 

regulated environment.  The crews are also able to

construct manholes, and can install septic tanks and

cesspits as well as construct soakways.

Maximum efficiency 
with minimum disruption
Returning disturbed areas to normality is as much a

part of the job to us as the repair itself.  We can lay

the drain to a decorative finish, such as tile, vinyl or

patterned concrete, and we endeavour to match the

finish.  By paying attention to detail, we try to limit the

visual impact of the work as much as possible.

Drain Repairs & Replacement with KG Drains

maximum efficiency with minimum disruption“ ”
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Agrowing problem in drain maintenance is decay-

ing pitch fibre pipe.  Widely used from the

1960s onwards, pitch fibre was developed as a

cheap alternative to clay piping.  Unfortunately the

material has deficiencies which render it susceptible

to deformation and blistering, as the layers separate

and the pipe delaminates.

A new solution to the problem
Until recently, the solution has been to completely

renew the drain in question.  At KG Drain Services,

we can now offer a more straightforward and simple

answer.  The pitch fibre pipework can be 're-rounded'

using hydraulically inflated packers or metal pigs.

A liner is then applied to provide internal structural

support, restoring it to use.  This process can be

completed within a single working day - a financially

attractive and hassle-free alternative to complete

pipework renewal.
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Renovating Pitch Fibre with KG Drains

a viable option. why replace, when you can renovate“ ”



Take the guesswork out of drain locating
and let our service do the work for you
Many of our clients come to us with the following

dilemma: they've bought a property that they want to

develop or extend, but they have little or no know-

ledge of the drain layout.  There's no visible indication

on the property of the location or route of the drains.

How do they find them?  The answer is simple - our

drain mapping service.

Tracing the route from above ground
All that is required is an entry point where a mouse

can be introduced into the system.  It's then tracked

from above ground with a CAT scanner, allowing the

mapping of the route of the drain.  Depending on how

extensive the system is and how much information is

required, further investigation may be necessary.

But by establishing a basic map of the drain, KG

Drain Services offers you the first key step towards

further development.

Drain Mapping & Drain Locating with KG Drains

take the guesswork out of drain locating“ ”
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Tanker services offered by KG Drains
• Cess Pits • Septic Tanks

• Inspection Chambers • Pump Stations

• Bio Disc Treatment Plants • Basements

• Petrol Interceptors • Lift Shafts

• Cable Ducts • Drainage Systems

• Two number Suction • Grease Traps

Hose for CCTV Surveys • Soakaways

Waste removal
Our entire fleet of tankers consist of jet vac units

capable of gulping out and high pressure jetting at

the same time, therefore cutting down on the cost of

having to send two vehicles when high pressure

water jetting is needed.  This gives us the capability

of dealing with almost any drainage emergency.

The fleet contains various size tankers from small

non HGV units capable of getting into tight spaces,

where the larger units are unable to fit, and larger

volume tankers to remove waste bulk. 

We are able to gulp out single inspection

chambers to large 10,000 

gallon tanks in one visit.

Waste transfer notes
All collected wastes are taken for disposal, to

licensed disposal sites which are environment

agency approved and monitored and our units have

twenty four hour access to these sites.  For non stan-

dard wastes such as oily water, special conditions

apply.  We require twenty four hours advance notice,

to book the waste into one of the specialist disposal

sites.  There is specific paperwork required for 

disposal of oily wastes in addition to the normal

waste transfer notes.  Copies of the appropriate

paperwork is left on site at the time of collection. 

A copy of the disposal certificate will be forwarded

with our invoice, for your own records as proof of 

correct disposal.  A copy of our current waste carriers

license is available on request.

Low emission zone
All our vehicles meet the LEZ requirements, there-

fore we are able to carry out works in the London

area.
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Waste Removal with KG Drains

tanker services offered by KG Drains    “ ”



We are always more than happy to offer infor-

mation and advice without obligation.  If you

have any queries at all, please do not hesitate to 

contact us.

All Correspondence: Offices at:

Woodstock, Unit 2

Woodlands Drive Millbrook Business Park

Hoddesdon Hoe Lane

Hertfordshire Nazeing

EN11 8AZ EN9 2RJ

Tel: 01992 899013 E-mail: mail@kgdrains.co.uk

Fax: 01992 899073 Website: www.kgdrains.co.uk

(Seven days a week)

With offices in Hoddeson we are conveniently 

positioned to carry out all manner of drainage servicing

and maintenance in and throughout the London

area. 

Health and safety

We exceed expectations in more ways than one.

The KG Drain Services team are all aware of the

paramount importance of health and safety.  They -

and their equipment - comply with every aspect of

safety regulations.

Specialist operatives are trained to industry stand-

ards of excellence.  All our drain layers hold Confined

Spaces certificates and a number are also accredited

under The New Roads and Streetworks Act 1991,

from labourer to supervisor level.

Our professional Health and Safety consultants per-

form regular checks and ensure that we are kept

informed of the latest legislation.

As a highly experienced drain maintenance company

we always put health and safety first, seeking not just

to meet but to exceed industry standards every time.

Contact KG Drains

always ready to be at your service“ ”
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